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Abstract: The paper focusses on providing the awareness of smart manufacturing utilizing simulation through modelling in order to facilitate data analytics. Data analytics related to manufacturing will prove its noteworthy benefits to processes involved in industry. Models simulated for manufacturing techniques can be utilized to facilitate data analytics in numerous ways. The provision offered in Mastercam offer programmers to support models simulated to various sectors like logistics, management, transportation, health systems and manufacturing making simulation tool a popular one. It provides three types of stages of process knowledge namely a machine level, a shop level and a universal level. The universal level is related to the knowledge of a process independent of machine or individual shop which facilitates the process. Furthermore, analogous process knowledge like shape capabilities of machining and manufacturing processes offers to progress processes involved in manufacturing through Mastercam.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Agile production needs an evaluation and management apparatus for changing operations planning, production, configuration and manufacturing system development. Outdated static production planning procedures are insufficient; Planners in the field of production requires dynamic and precise prototypes of production, means a simulation model which aims at using data related to real shop floor and production network. Mastercam is a software, dedicated to provide state-of-the-art tools for CAD/CAM manufacturing markets. Mastercam, helps machinists to design computer generated parts on a desktop computer screen and guide the manufacture of parts.

Setup sheet is a technique to present all the data used for machining in a specified manner. The setup sheet can be developed manually or it can be generated on software. Setup sheets are generated only through CAM software so it is important to provide any client with a formatted setup sheet as per requirement. A generic setup sheet would have following parameters in it: Operations list, Tool List, Tool materials with its cutting parameters, Instruction or Remarks for manufacturing, Offsets used for machining, Real time data values, Estimated time for job completion Each company in the market having any kind of manufacturing setup uses a setup sheet in the production line.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Guilabert(2003) discussed an effort made to cultivate a standardized scaffold for examining customers openness in favoring tailored products, a scale containing six main dimensions was established. The outcome of the developed sub-process is the solution space which contains the list of product replacements that can be constructed by the mass customizer. [2]

Hart (2004), evaluates that customers are in need of customized products and uses the idea of “customer customization sensitivity”. This concept depends on two criteria’s like level of customer sacrifice and the uniqueness of customers. [3]

Chang et al. (2006), discussed about the knowledge of resources related to manufacturing for planning of process. It also states the geometric tolerances and dimensions resulted from different processes. Finally, it throws light on parameters related to machining like speed of a cutter, feeds and metal removal rate related to process [4].

Xu HM et al. (2007) & (2008) Recent study related to significant changes in standards of manufacturing which is now transferred from conventional manufacturing to a agile manufacturing. This led to destroy of competition between the products due to shortening of product lifecycles globally. For gaining agility, pro-activeness, robustness and responsiveness plays a major role. [5,6,7].

Adhithan et al. (2009) has presented Mastercam. It is 2D CAM system having CAD tools which enables user to design Computer generated parts on a desktop and also guides CNC tools for manufacturing of parts.

Eventually 2D CAM system was modified to 3D system as per need of time [1].

Groover et al. (2009) states the information about the newly released Mastercam X (10), It provides many modifications over the earlier version and gained a feel of true windows application. It supports many choices of machines having different functions and provide add-ins for 5-axis machining, solid modelling and 4-axis machining [27].

Summers et al. (2010) Team developed advancements in setup sheet functionality of Mastercam software. Generic layout of setup sheets were developed with default usage for all customers using their software [13].
III. PROCEDURE FOR SETUP SHEET CUSTOMIZATION

There is lot of research work being done and proposed different systematic approaches to manage the customized setup sheet. General set of active elements for a given setup sheet in any CAM software is discussed in the below diagram.

Figure 1 gives details of different active elements present in setup sheet.[15]

To customize any given setup sheet, prior need to understand the relationship between various elements of the setup sheet. The report explorer and toolbar are used to collect data and then converted into active reports and then customized so as to get output results. Customization is a technique to modify any given thing for a particular application. It becomes a narrow approach to the solution as in customization due to limits. In this, machining time is reduced and increases the tool life to sustain the cutting process using full flute length, and which is used for accurate results and time-saving constraints at every aspect of the cutting process. Every possible combination of the setup sheet can be made accessible to the customer if they are customized. For example, some may need only tool list, some may need an operation list, some may need images with tool parameters etc. In Mastercam software, only get the default setup sheet and it has to be used as it. If such a sheet has to be customized then for that we have to use Active report designer which is add on type in Mastercam. This ARD was introduced in Mastercam from version X5. Before this, it was not possible for anyone to modify any kind of setup sheet in Mastercam. Default locations of such developed setup sheets are in “.xml” format and are saved in XML folder.

A. SETUP SHEET FLOW CHART

Before customizing any specific setup sheet it is important to collect filtered data from specific industry. Figure 2 represents the functional flow chart of Set up file preparation. It is useful for the initial process developing of setup sheets. Once the customer is ready with all data or documentation then as per the algorithm of flow chart, the requirement is designed and segregated in the required specific setup sheet. A separate setup sheet can be generated for the company, with the need to design the specific sheets as per stage and requirement, with this software, which can generate tool path for the same. Then generate setup sheet with help of coding for our required parameters. Verification of such sheet is done by using ADR, specifically in case of Mastercam software. After gaining the verified result, document the setup sheet as per format of client.

Figure 2 Flow Chart Descriptions for Setup Sheet [15]

Figure 3 Overall Manufacturing Time for a Component [15]
CAM can be controlled by controlling the parameters like, time for cutting, overall time required for manufacturing. Most of the cycle time is consumed by none cutting time including machine table index time, cutter changing time and cutter rapid traverse time. In case of mass production usage of multi-part fixtures reduce cycle time and improve productivity.

**Figure 4. Data Process for Setup Sheets [15]**

Figure 4 shows the correlations among the various process data. In the figure, the set of parameter values associate process data to product data, and thus depicts the interrelation of design and production. For any changes in design, the corresponding variations in production can be specified according to these interrelationships. Meanwhile, the identification of appropriate machines, machine settings, and operations sequences can also be accomplished based on these parameter values.

**IV. RESULT**

Following setup sheets are designed by taking different inputs and different conditions. ARD allows integrating, all various parameters into one sheet. This sheet is called the Main report sheet. Such a sheet has extension “.rpx” and could be saved in “pdf” or “rdf” format only. The main sheet can contain various sub sheets together to form one report. For all the processes first, generate the sub reports and then link its .xml file to the main report and regenerate it. At the time of customization, each time at the development of this sheet also generate the date and title by default as per the actual day of the performance, and other parameters are the variables and can be modified as and when required by the user. All these results are taken for various scenario and parameters, which company requires frequently for any part or components machining. These setup sheets can be used by both small scale industrial and large scale industries as per their machining requirements.

**Setup Sheet 1: Raw Material**

First Setup sheet contains 2D image of job setup for reference and basic details required for company no. 1. Here only block size machine type, material used, etc. are customized. Such type of setup sheets are generally used in industries where only 2D operations are being carried out. Parameters to be obtained as per client requirement are as follows: Date, Machine type and controller name, 3D view for finished component along with the stock size / raw material size and material used for cutting.

**Figure 5 Setup Sheet for Customer 01**

**Setup Sheet 2: Operational List**

Second Setup sheet contains operation descriptions for a particular job. It does not include any image. Only inputs parameters provided by company. Such type of setup sheet is used in industries where sequence of operations is important.

**Figure 6 Setup Sheet for Customer 02**
Setup Sheet 3: Small Scale Industry
Third setup sheet contains tool details, feed, speed etc. Such type of setup sheet is used in small scale industries where operator has to know only specific detail related to machining.

Figure 7 Setup Sheet for Customer 03

Setup Sheet 4: Individual List Sheet
Fourth Setup sheet contains customization done for each operation. If individual operations are handled by various operators in big industries then there is no need to give each one of them all operation lists.

Figure 8 Setup Sheet for Customer 04

Setup Sheet 5: 3D Modelling
Fifth Setup sheet contains 3D modelling job setup.

Figure 9 Setup Sheet for Customer 05

Setup Sheet 6: Parameters as Per Customer Requirement
Sixth Setup sheet contains CAM program sheet along with data provided by company. This data includes only some parameters and real time and estimated time are compared to get final efficiency of machining. Parameters to be obtained as per client requirement are as follows:
Cutting parameters, machine details, remarks for machining, comments for verification.

Part A

Setup Sheet 8: Machine Wise Sheet
Eighth setup sheet contains details about any specific operations. For instance if two three operations are carried out on one machine then while other are completed on some different machine then operation list of two machine should be different. Such any 3 process data are customized in this sheet. Parameters to be obtained as per client requirement are as follows: Combination of 3 toolpaths (roughing, semi-finishing, finishing), Company logo, date, machining time, approval format and comment space for remarks.

Part B

Setup Sheet 7: Parameters as Per Customer Requirement
Seventh Setup sheet contains customized sheet as per requirement of company. Any additional comments or revised parameters can be set as per end user requirement. Parameters to be obtained as per client requirement, i.e.: tool number in automatic tool changer, speed, feed and estimated time for machining.

Figure 10 Setup Sheet for Customer 06

Figure 11 Setup Sheet for Customer 07

Setup Sheet 9: Final Sheet with Maximum Parameters
Ninth Setup sheet contains maximum no. of parameters that can be customized in single sheet. It also includes machine details and controller specifications. Such a setup sheet can be considered as a final revised sheet for any given component. Parameters to be obtained as per client requirement are as follows: Machine dateils, date, job number, program name, depth of cut, speed, feed, estimated time, real time, over hang, cutter name and stock remaining after each operation.
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V. CONCLUSION

Developing organizations using the Setup sheets generated by Mastercam, facing the issue to maintaining the huge amount of bundles of sheet for all the processes, thus this can be tackled by reducing the size of these sheets to remarkable extent, where maximum required data with minimum storage size. Even maintaining revisions of data base is possible with optimum efforts. Customisation of such machining data will surely help all programmers to understand and perform job setting and operations. It will also benefit supervisors to check each component machining with its individual parameters in reference and benefit in improving product flow efficiency by using minimum documentation. Time required for each operation to complete will be less as customized setup sheets are available. Comparison of real time and estimated time would help in analysing proper working of processes. Accuracy is maintained as job setup and tool orientation is defined in user friendly manner.
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